Climate Change: The Contributing and Mitigating Impact of Plastic Materials
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Abstract

Plastic materials have increased in recent times in view of their application in structures and other developmental projects. While the environmental impacts of plastic materials have defiled all known solutions, it is equally pertinent to reiterate their environmental pollution as it affects climate change. Recyclability of plastic waste materials have been investigated with many shortcomings reported in published works. Part of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) findings showed that one of the critical risk factor of climate change may not be unconnected with the proliferation of non-biodegradable materials. This will definitely put used-plastics as a disastrous material, posing dangerous threat to climate. In this work, plastics waste materials were x-rayed as a potential risk factors to climate change using existing data to justify their environmental unfriendliness. Further discussions were reported on each disposal option of plastic wastes including their waste volume as captured by IPCC. It is also noted in this review paper what needed to be done to mitigate emissions taking into consideration key treatment methods and net emission emanating from respective disposal options. It is expected that this paper will assist environmentalists to devise appropriate management strategy for plastic waste in order to curb the imminent climate disaster.

1. Introduction

The rising ambient temperature and the need to preserve the biodiversity structure has necessitated various intergovernmental panels on climate change to evolve sustainable approaches on the mitigation of greenhouse gas emission [1]. Global warming is the worst depleting factor of ozone layer as reported in various published works [2-4]. Plastic waste and the proliferation of non-biodegradable materials is a major concern to environmentalists in view of difficulty in their recyclability. The worsening global temperature despite various measures to curb rising temperature has reached a stage where every researcher needs to probe further into other sources of degradation of climate change [5]. Carbon emission from waste and use of fossil fuel are among the contributing factors in the 20th century [6]. Part of the findings reported by IPCC on Climate Change showed that excessive utilization of plastic materials is instrumental to vulnerability of environment in most developing countries of Africa [7, 8]. This invariable raises ambient temperature thereby inflicting environmental instability [4, 9]. Couth and Trois [10] investigated environmental impact assessment of plastic waste as contained in US study on environmental data dated 2004 and showed that American citizens generated 20.6 tCO₂ per capita, which is almost over 150 times the reported figure of 0.1 tCO₂ per capita in some part of sub-Saharan Africa. This finding can also be related to the conclusion drawn by other authors [25] which involved analysis of waste volume generated by respective disposal approach as shown in Figure 1. In all the approaches, tons per capital remains
virtually constant indicating that the economic returns on each of the disposal methods are insignificant and equal in all cases.

Figure 1: Waste generation from disposal options. Data were adapted [25] as contained in the IPCC 1996 and IPCC 2006 accredited reports on waste generation in USA

In the same paper, Couth and Trois (2011) further showed that the rising carbon emissions in Chad Republic alone was about 0.0127 tCO₂ per capita as against the mean of 1.0215 tCO₂ per capita in remote sub-Sahara Africa. Rigamonti, et al. [11] equally reported that the ever-increasing plastic materials and the attendant emission may pose a dangerous dimension in these areas as currently being witnessed. This was also documented in the data provided by Couth and Trois (2011) where the quantity of emissions (tCO₂) per capita produced in Africa were compared with the rest of the world as shown in Table 1. The implication of the analysis is that sub-Sahara Africa need to take a pragmatic approach to contain non-biodegradable waste as she currently has about 12% of the world’s population, with less than 3% of the global carbon emission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Mean CO₂e t/capita</th>
<th>Total (Gt CO₂e)</th>
<th>Percentage CO₂e (%)</th>
<th>Percentage population (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>6,670,000,000</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>30.42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>200,000,000</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan</td>
<td>800,000,000</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In line with UN report on climate change and agreeable standard on millennium development goal (MDG), findings on sustainable development goal (SDG) show that carbon emission emanating from waste management and disposal are huge and much seemed not to have been achieved to
mitigate the volume of greenhouse gasses (GHGs) [12]. The report also showed that nearly 6.8% of the GHG emissions globally are emanating from Africa contributing to ozone depletion and environmental disaster. In a similar paper published by Martindale [13], management of plastic waste globally has resulted in increasing operational cost and decreasing the available space for landfills. This has further worsened the prospects of reclamation approaches in plastic development [14].

In the time past, traditional plastics were used as potential substitute for non-biodegradable materials but studies [15, 16] have shown that they are not easily degradable in the ambient environments. It has been proven that plastics will remains on environments as long as lifespan of their constituents exists [17]. Polymer as a compound name for plastic generally consumes several years before it degrades and this has a lot of environmental implications [18]. Findings from Adekomaya, et al. [1] confirmed the toxicity of plastic waste involving highly toxic trace elements. Plastic waste is becoming a global crisis with no definite solution insight as its global production may exceed 250 million tonnes per year in the next two decades [19]. Plastic product utilization in India alone is approximately 12 Million tonnes as at 2012 and it is expected to exceed 20 million tonnes by the year 2025[20]. The implication of this is that more plastic waste will be generated from this process thereby compounding the CO$_2$ emission and greenhouse gas crisis. In another paper [21], recycling of virgin plastic may no longer be a sustainable approach to plastic waste management as substantial part of the materials are completely lost after 3 to 4 times of recycling process. This may not be unconnected to the fact the strength of the recycled plastic diminishes due to thermal degradation involved in recycling process. Further studies [5] also showed that the tendency of hydrocarbon yield and distribution in the final product of plastic materials normally suffer hydrogen donor ability which is as a result of thermal loss of solvents during thermal degradation of plastic waste. The implication of this is that the overall volume of greenhouse gases being released by plastic related waste materials are much lesser that the volume of carbon released as methane gas from plastic dump site. Contrary to other researchers, their impact on climate change are equally serious as compared with emission from diesel engine driven vehicular system. Figure 2 shows the analysis of report presented by Garcia and Robertson, 2017 on embedded components materials in various plastic wastes. From the graph, the predominance of PVC, PP and PE in plastic materials further release PE and PP as domestic refuse culminating into more plastic waste.

![Figure 2. Analysis of plastic utilization and the evolving emergence of various plastic wastes. Adapted from [22]](image-url)
2. Plastic Waste Emission and Evolving Challenges

Environmental impact of plastic waste has been linked directly to the composition of the materials used for the manufacturing of plastics. This was contained in a research engineered by Salami, et al. [23] which characterize solid waste on the basis of chemical composition and preventive distribution of carbon contents on plastic materials. In another paper, Al-Salem, et al. [24] developed a novel approach to plastic waste management ranging from primary (re-extrusion) recovery process which span through secondary (mechanical) and tertiary (chemical) recovery process. They further concluded that the recovery process did not reduce the carbon contents as earlier reported in other published works. In another research paper authored by Mohareb, et al. [25], it was further revealed that management of municipal solid waste and its attendant implication on climate change will continue in view of lack of technological improvement in the existing approaches. In the analysis of data shown in Figure 3, the gross emission of land fill as management options of plastic waste is high when compared with other approaches as reported. This may not be unconnected with the net emission of waste volume generated and the possibility of increasing volume of plastic waste due to impact of waste on greenhouse gas generation. In another dimension as contained in the same Figure 3, waste generation per ton disposed appear constant for all the disposal options. This further explains the need for source reduction of plastic waste as sustainable approach to waste disposal.

![Graph showing plastic waste emissions and treatment options](image)

Figure 3: Contributing impact of waste plastic disposal on greenhouse gas emission. Data were adapted from [25] being a comprehensive report analysis as contained in the action plans on IPCC 2006.

3. Conclusion and Future Works

Plastic wastes have constituted a huge burden on the society and sustainable approach has to be developed to empirically analyse what can be done to nip the challenge in the bud. Climate change and the evolution of plastic material are highly interrelated and urgent steps must be taken to neutralize the growing impact of plastic materials on the composition of global waste. In many
published works, wastes are generally categorized on the basis of sources and no known works have ever conducted detailed analysis on plastic waste to primarily identify the nitty-gritty of its composition. In order to determine the contributory impact of plastic waste on greenhouse gas, plastic materials must be synthesized on the basis on composition taking into consideration the geographical location of these plastic materials. Hence, further research is required to conclude such assumptions.
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